The invitation was accepted by numerous guests from politics, science and business from the region. Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Nejdl, managing director and founding member of the L3S Research Center, guided through the evening. Keynote lectures by Dr. Fabian Schmieder and Prof. Nejdl on the topics “FireMe! Who wants to get fired” and “Data Analysis and Privacy”, opened the evening program. Core questions about “Social Web, Personalization & Privacy” were discussed with experts from the media, politics, administration and science during the subsequent panel discussion. The ample feedback from the audience involved predominantly socially relevant approaches that reflected excitement about the framework of the dialogue.

Directly following the official program, there was ample opportunity to learn more about the L3S main research projects in WebScience and under the slogan “politics meets science”, the guests and L3S scientists exchanged information in a pleasant atmosphere. The second Parliamentary Evening “Information Security in the Web” ended with wine and a light summer refreshment in a harmonious environment in the midst of the project exhibition.

**Basic research "web security" at L3S - L3S hosted its second parliamentary evening**